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Educational organizations

tant past, educational leaders

without adequate buildings 'and
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have always had their crises. In the not-to-dis

confronted problems of increasing enrollments

staff, legal pressures for desegregation without

local support, and rising public expectations without the resources to meet those

demands.

At the present time, many school districts and universities are facing a

problem of a different sort, namely, declining enrollment and rising costs.

At first glance, these factors may not seem to be cause for concern: class size

can be reduced, overcrowding can be eliminated, and new programs can be developed.

On closer inspection,.h9wever,it is apparent that serious problems occur yhen

it takes more and more dollars to educate fewer and fewer students. At some

point, the "crunch" comes:_ taxes must be raised, budgits_ must be cut, teachers

must be terminated, and schools must be closed. As a result, overtaxed communi-

ties rebel, teachers protest, and parents' ipbilize. What looked like an oppor-

tunity can turn into a substantial management oby.M. Cuban describes the situ-

ation. using a vivid two-armed' pincers metaphor:

If demographic changes are one arm of the pincers
squeezing schools, t other arm is rising costs.

Spending more to bu less is, as true for a school

system as it is for families. Combine inflation
with less revenue coming into the county, then
the pincers close (1979, p. 368),

,

While educatiOnal leaders have been coping with and writing about declining

enrollment for almost a decade,, the topic has attracted the interest of educational

researchers only recently. Several reasons may explain this delay. First, the

study of organizations usuallj, reflects the social context in which it occurs

(Benson, 1977). Thus, until declining enrollment became a real problem for

educational leaders, it simply could not compete in the marketplace of research

issues. Second, declining enrollment was avoided because it was perceived by
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many observers as a temp6rary condition; something that would go away.- Thus,

it was never really taken seriously (Leyine, 1978). Finally, enrollment de=

cline might have been avoihd because organizational researchers were pewccupied

with growth and its consequences (Whetten,N1980a).. Decline implied failure andIr--.._

=..

few researchers wanted to study failure. r";

o

Events of the past fiye years, howevei, have changed this perspective,

Educational researchers now realize that the occurrence, of declining enrollment

is a dominant theme in many educational organizations. .They also'realize that

the problem is not temporary and that it is worth studying as a legitimate edu-

. ,

cational phenomenon..

Responding to the "netd to know," early researchers (circa 1978-1979),

with few exceptions, concentrated on a single district's response to its own

unique situation (see Zerchyikov, 1981 for a comprehensive review of the advice

and empirical literatuie on declin\ing enrollment). -These early studies (e.g.,

Bishop, 1979; Cuban, 1979; Keough, 1978) were often written by superintendents

and university'professors who were consultink to the district at the time that

the problems erupted.

While these ea;1 investigations provide a colorful description of the

events and issues in question, they seem limited for our purposes in at least

three ways. 'First, they predominantly focused oh-fthe most visible and politically

divisive issue of enrollment decline, namely school closings. -Thus, whole

array of administrative procbsses, policies, and effects were largely un-
'.

explored. Second, the research methodology was typically case study in nature.

Rarely Were experimental, quasi-experimental, or correlational designs employed

(with quantitative analysis) to produce conclusions that were internally and

externally valid. Finally, these studies often failed to make the necessary
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link between the rich concepts and theories of the research on the one hand,

and the implications for educational practice on the other,. Therefore, a

3

bifurcatipn occurred between scholars and practitioners: educational researchers
.

wit

spoke to other researchers at their professional meetings, while.educatiorlal

leaders exchanged "war stories" at their,own association meetings. An integra-

tion of research findings and applications to practice was Sorely needed.

The purpose of this special issue of the Peabody Journal of Education is ,

to attempt to overcome these-limitations. The papers in this collection grew

out of a conference on the subject, organized by the guest editor, held at

Peabody College of Vanderbilt University in February, 1982. The eon5erence

was sponsored jointly by the National Institute of Education and Peabody College.

Conference'participants included the authors,whose papers appear in this journal,

and also educational practitioners, scholars; and students'of educational admini-

Stration from all over the country.

In specific terms, the content focus of the papers vary widely from the

ever-popular school closings and politics to reduction-in-force (RIF) policies,

community involvement, succession, different management responses, and financial

losssin urban-systems. The research methodologies alto-differ significantly both

from each other and from earlier studies. There is the intensive case study, to

be sure, but this method is complemented by a comparative case analy4is acioss

15 subulban districts, anothercomparative review of 8 urban districts,'a survey

of teachers and principals, a case survey of 59 districts, and the use of archival

hr

data. In addition, the units of analysis differ in these papers. The authIrs

concentrate on a school district, suburban gistricts, urban disttidtt;. a college'

within a large university, and the data from a population of universities.
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Despitethe apparent variation in the papers.4 they are held together by

two common threads: current knowredge about declining enrollment and the

applications of that knowledge to future practice. In terms of current know-
,

ledge, the first two papers provide descriptive analyses of the underlying

processes by which school districts manage their' enrollment decline crises.
4

The paper by Betty Jane Narver traces the Seattle experience of the school

board as it attempted to close schools, but then had to redefine its role in

the face of community opposition to the managers of property.and conservators

'oftthe neighborhood environment. William Boyd and Dennis Wheaton trace the

political processes in 15 suburban districts and distinguish politiCal behavior

in high and low status districts.

Second, there are attempts to go beyond description to explanation of the

4 A
effects of various retrenchment poliCi6s on organizational outcomes. William

Phelan looks at the perceptions bfteachers in MassachUsetti towardearly re-

tirement and reduction-in-force policies. The paper by Michael Berger evalu-

ates the effects of four typical retrenchment policies'on per pupil costs,

.pupil-teacher ratios, and equity. James Cibulka shifts the analysis-to 8 -urban
,

districts to attempt to explain the reasons behind financial loss in large urban-

, systems.

Finally, there is an attempt toconcepfualize various responses to decline

t

,:and place those categories intoa theoretical framework. Judith Babcock's paper e

traces three types of Adjustments to declining enrollment over an eight year

period at a college within a lftge, state-supported university. The paper by

Zammuto, Whetten, and Cameron continues the focus on'decline in higher education

by using a contingency paradigm to argue that the type of managerial response to

declining enrollment depends on the nature of the changes that occur in the or-
%

ganizationIs environmental "niche."

K
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But, the creation of enrollment decline concepts, frameworks, an4 theo-

retical statements is not the only thread that binds these papers together.'

They are also joined by a common focus on the appliptionof their findings

to future practice> Each paper addresseS the fundamental question of what

the different conclUsions imply for educational practitioners.

To integrate the various findings and suggestions, Professor Robert

Behn; a noted authority on decline and cutbtck mArgemeri (see Behn, 1978a;

1978b; 1980), argues that decliiiing enrollment produces fiveldistinct m na-
,

gerial opportunities. He exhorts practitioners to explore and seize tiles

opportunities. His analysis provides a fitting conclusion to this collection

of studies, while at the same time implies a natural point of departure for

future investigations on this vital topic.

The focus on current knowledge and future applications leads to the

general question of how to think about the problempf declining enrollment,

retrenchment policies, and organizational outcomes. The remainder of thi

introductory essay will provide a conceptual framework'for viewing the papers

that follow.

Theoretical Framework

ThOasic Problem

Adjusting to declining mOkoilment involves hard decisions about who will

be let go, whaty programs,will be scaled down.or terminated, and what groups

will, be asked to make what kinds of sacrifices. The-problem of decline comes

not only from the ..leed to raise'new funds or cutback over-capacity, however.

It comes, in addition, from the reality that managingAdecline is significantly

different from managing organizational growth.

$
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Levine (19.79) 'identifies three of these differences. First, organiza-

tional researchers have shown that change is most easily accepted when people

6

affected by the change have something to gain in.the process. Under conditions"
ti

of growth, the slack resources necessary to win acceptance of change are avail-
,

able to the organization's tnagers. Under decline, by contrast,'the rewards

needed to obtain commitment to change are generally unavailable. Thus, agree-\
ment to controversial policies (like RIF or school,closings) becomes problematic.

Second, educational organizations -- like other public sector institutions --

make decisions under conditions o professional norms, collective bargaining

agreements,, and /or giwernment mandates. In times of growth, these factors will 4

not inhibit the decision-making process too much. With decline, however, these

elements constrain the ability of policymakers
.

to,raiselvevenues or target the

cutbacks. Finally, organizational contraction, unlike growth, produces serious

morale and job satisfaction problems. It s' simply not.as much fun or exciting.

working in a contracting organization'aNt is working in an expanding one.

The problem with declining enrollment, therefore, is really twofold:

policymkers, on the one hand, must determine what actions they will take to

enable the organization to reach what Richard Cyert (1978) calls "a new equiz.

librium'at a smaller scale of operation" (p. 347). Concurrently, however, they

must also decide how they will go about making these unpleasant, constrained

decisions. The first problem is substantive, whereas the latter problem con-

cerns.process. While it is true the two problems differ in focus, they are

similar in that they each present policymakers with a novel set of circumstances

for which there pis no history or experience. In other words, declining enroll-

ment is a, double -edged sword that forces policymakers to decide what decisions

they will make to cope with fewer and, fewer students each year and how they

should go about making those decisions, under significant constraints.
3'

L_
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Substantive retrenchment policies. Substantive policies focus on raising

revenues, cutting costs, or some combination of the two. Various frameworks,

have been advanced to catalogue these responses (see Babcock, 1981; Levine, ,

1978; Murray and Jick, 1981; Whetten, 1980b). Based on these frameworks and a

review of the literature, a two by two matrix can be formulated (Figure 1). One

LESS

POLITICAL .

DIVISIVENESS

MORE

'REVENUE-GENERATING
POLICIES

COST-CUTTING
POLICIES

a) Short-term loans
Rent surplus space

b) Freeze hiri g
-

.* - timulate e r retirement

Sell surplus equipment Cut across-the-board
Increase productivity / Defer maintenance

c) Lobby to change state d) RIF by seniority
funding formula RIF by seniority +
Initiate referendum performance

Serve new clients Selective cuts

Sell vacated schools School closings and
consolidation

FIGURE 1. SUBSTANTIVE RETRENCHMENT POLICIES

dimension includes policies which vary in terms of whether they increase

revenue or decrease costs, while the other dimension distinguishes between

policies which are more or less divisive, polAically-speaking. Cell "a" depicts

less divisive revenue-generating policies such as short-term loans (tax

antiFipation war,ants). Cell "c" depicts more controversial, strategies auch,

as initiating a referendum. Cell "b" shows relatively nondivisive strategies

such as enacting'a hiring freeze (nondivisive because no'one within the

system suffers directly), while cell "d" includes reduction-in-force policies

to cut back existing staff. It is important to state that although Figure 1

distinguishes the various policy alternatives, rarely do they occur in a

singular or seqeltial fashion. Instead, school boards tend to couple the

various policy Iternatives ('e.g:, hiring freezes often accompany RIF; school

closings often include the sale of the building and/or roperty)..,

1u (
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Process retrenchment policies. Process retrenchment policies focus

.

on the management tasks of planning for.and obtaining acceptance of a board's

decisions. There is a proliferation of technical materials on preparing

budgets, projecting enrollments, calculating cohort survival rates, and

analyzing personnel and facility requirements (see Bishop, 1979; Brown &

Serville, 1979; Estes,.1977). There is an equally large number of papers

which focus on the political-task of gailling commitment to retrenchment de-

cisions (see Divoky,, 1979; Eisenberger, 1974, Keough,; 1978).,

Based on this literature, 4 process matrix can be 'formulated (see

Figure 2). One dimension includes policies which vary on whether they are,*

technical or political; the other dimension distinguishes less and more

divisive policies. Cell "a" describes the types of technical decisions

(e.g., whether to.use a cohort survival technique or not) which tend to be

(

relatively noncontroversial. Cell,"c," in contrast, involves technical de

cisions (e.g., zero-based budgeting) which are likely to generate more con-

troversy. They will be divisive because they involve, the evalpation'of-per-

formance, the quantification of qualitative data, and the use of "rational"

techniques which might disrupt the flow of current selective benefits. Cell

"b" desCribes several noncontroversial, political policy decisions* (e.g.,

-.-

whether to form a. taskforce'or not; how to educate the community regarding

retrenchment). Cell-"d," on the other hand, includes decisions, (e:g.,

changing leadership; using a 'consultant) which will probably generate a

great deal of controversy. As before, tiddistinction between various Man-

agement policy, questions is more academic than real. School boardi make their

decisionsin-tandem, rather than one cell at a time, or in a two-staged process

of attending to the technical first and to the political_next (Sargent and

Handy .1974) .
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MORE
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TECHNI'CAL POLICY POLITICAL POLICY

DECISIONS DECISIONS

a) Cohort 'survival analysis
Enrollment projections
Pertonnel/facpity
analySis

,

dte-real estate data

,

10. Form task forces.

6
Deray,time,from .

..,.:' problem annttncement
.tudy first closing", ;

4 Educate community

.

. Develop "seige-'
. mentality"

Zero -based budgeting d) Change leadership

Evaluation research Use Consultants .

Develop long range Involve. community

.- plans .
,Involve teachers

, FIGURE 1. PROCESS RETRENCHMENT POLICIES,

Organizational- Consequences

Generally speaking, the, two most important consequences,of retrench-
,

9,

ment policies are the issue's of' effi.cency and 'equity and the tradeoffs between

the two (Gurin, 1978; 9ken, 1975). Efficiency refers. to cutting employees

and units to maximize' ongterm survival of the organization as a whole,

irrespectivetof the distribution of those cuts (Levine, 1978). Equity, .n

contrast, means the distribution of cuts across the entire organization,

irrespective of the impact. of the cuts on the longterm capacity, of "the or

ganization ZLevine, 1978).

The
)
choice between efficiency or equity involves several delicate

tradeoffs. "..CutsCuts on the basis of equity (i.e., sharing the pain) are easy

to enact, and avoid the unpleasant task of singling out certain parties for

sacrifice, but they penalize efficient units and reward inefficient units

and thereby threaten the survival of theorganization_as a whole (Levine,

1978)4- Selective cuts-to enhanceeffincreasetiency, on ;he other.hand, increase
,

I ,

the likelihood 6f 'organization survival, (6, reallocat,ing,precious resources
Y,

from marginal to more central units/persons), bUt'they require a 'costly 'analy-

sis of and agreement an which unit's /persons are most essential in the long run.
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In summary, managing enrollment decline is difficult because,it really

involves two problems in one. Educational leaders must 'decide what Policies

'they will enact to realiprtJheir.organizationwith it Contracting environment,
, -

while at the same time, the st decide-how they will go about making these-
,

.

Unpleasant deeisions. Whatever the
%),
dik4ions, however, each have.implications

for efficiency and equity. MpreOver, the relationship between efficiency and
,

. .

equity is orthogonal in nature. The
. ,

more cuts
, .

arit sargeted at les-efficient.
,

'units (e.g., anoinderutilized school), the less equitab, Oae the decision 'Why
1 .

, , A
- .

,should our school be closed and not, their's?") Alternatively,,the mo 'cuts
.. .

are made across- the -board to achieve some degree of equity, the leksflt

efficiency*("We are the most productive department, why penalize us? Why not

- cut that othei department; it hastloo many teichertr!).
4

With these concepts and issues-, as a backdrop, this special issue presents

some dif-the-most recent empirical research on the timely topic of managing

enr011mentCdecline.
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